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The Know-It-All: One Man's Humble Quest To Become The Smartest Person In The World
(Unabridged Edition) By A.J. Jacobs. Negotiating with reading practice is no demand. Reviewing The
Know-It-All: One Man's Humble Quest To Become The Smartest Person In The World (Unabridged
Edition) By A.J. Jacobs is not kind of something sold that you could take or otherwise. It is a thing that will
certainly transform your life to life much better. It is the thing that will certainly give you numerous points
around the world as well as this universe, in the real world and also below after. As just what will be made
by this The Know-It-All: One Man's Humble Quest To Become The Smartest Person In The World
(Unabridged Edition) By A.J. Jacobs, just how can you haggle with things that has lots of advantages for
you?

From Publishers Weekly
Imagine, the original Berserkers were "savage Norse soldiers" of the Middle Ages who went into battle stark
naked! Or consider the Etruscan habit of writing in "boustrophedon style." Intrigued? Well, either hunker
down with your own Encyclopædia Britannica, or buy Esquire editor Jacobs's memoir of the year he spent
reading all 32 volumes of the 2002 edition—that's 33,000 pages with some 44 million words. Jacobs set out
on this delightfully eccentric endeavor attempting to become the "smartest person in the world," although he
agrees smart doesn't mean wise. Apart from the sheer pleasure of scaling a major intellectual mountain,
Jacobs figured reading the encyclopedia from beginning to end would fill some gaps in his formal education
and greatly increase his "quirkiness factor." Reading alphabetically through whole topics he never knew
existed meant he'd accumulate huge quantities of trivia to insert into conversations with unsuspecting
victims. As his wife shunned him and cocktail party guests edged away, Jacobs started testing his knowledge
in a hilarious series of humiliating adventures: hobnobbing at Mensa meetings, shuffling off to chess houses,
trying out for the American Crossword Puzzle Tournament, visiting his old prep school, even competing on
Who Wants to Be a Millionaire. Indeed, one of the book's strongest parts is its laugh-out-loud humor.
Jacobs's ability to juxtapose his quirky, sardonic wit with oddball trivia make this one of the season's most
unusual books.
Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

From School Library Journal
Adult/High School - When Jacobs, a pop-culture junkie and magazine editor, got a bee in his bonnet to read
the entire abridged set of the Encyclopedia Britannica to stave off the decline of his recalled knowledge, his
wife, family, and coworkers looked on with disbelief, amusement, and annoyance. They thought he'd give up
on his quest, but fortunately he did not, for his recap manages to impart the joys of learning, along with a lot
of laughs. The alphabetical arrangement of his book allows Jacobs to share highlights, many of which show
his fixation on the morbid, the insane, and the grotesque in history. Cortés had syphilis. Descartes had a
fetish for cross-eyed women. Throughout, the author digresses with anecdotes about such things as his trip to



a Mensa meeting, his visit with Alex Trebek, and (mainly) his wife's attempts to get pregnant. While the
pregnancy woes probably won't hold the same resonance with teens as with adults, they are all short, and
soon there is another funny or gross item. As Jacobs wraps up, he leaves readers with the sense of
satisfaction and wistfulness that often occurs when finishing a particularly satisfying book, only multiplied
by the magnitude of what he has accomplished. This is a love note to human knowledge and the joys of
obtaining it. - Jamie Watson, Harford County Public Library, MD
Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

From Bookmarks Magazine
We’re in looking glass territory here, as many reviewers spent as much time on New York Times Book
Review Queenan’s hack-job as they did on Esquire editor Jacobs’s book. Reviews of reviews are always
awkward, especially when they flock to the defense of a book as harmless as Jacobs’s. Maybe Know-It-All
isn’t an intellectual treatise; but, then again, it isn’t meant to be. Its pop culture-obsessed author clearly is out
for some fun, often at his own expense. The alphabetical structure and wisecracking prose only underscore
the playfulness of The Know-It-All, even if it gets certain factoids wrong. Which begs the question: what
side of the "A" volume did Queenan wake up on? One must assume the backside.

Copyright © 2004 Phillips & Nelson Media, Inc.
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The Know-It-All: One Man's Humble Quest To Become The Smartest Person In The World
(Unabridged Edition) By A.J. Jacobs. Thanks for visiting the best web site that available hundreds kinds of
book collections. Here, we will certainly present all publications The Know-It-All: One Man's Humble Quest
To Become The Smartest Person In The World (Unabridged Edition) By A.J. Jacobs that you need. The
books from famous authors and publishers are given. So, you could appreciate currently to get individually
sort of book The Know-It-All: One Man's Humble Quest To Become The Smartest Person In The World
(Unabridged Edition) By A.J. Jacobs that you will certainly look. Well, pertaining to guide that you really
want, is this The Know-It-All: One Man's Humble Quest To Become The Smartest Person In The World
(Unabridged Edition) By A.J. Jacobs your selection?

It is not secret when linking the composing skills to reading. Reading The Know-It-All: One Man's Humble
Quest To Become The Smartest Person In The World (Unabridged Edition) By A.J. Jacobs will certainly
make you get more sources as well as resources. It is a manner in which could boost exactly how you forget
and also understand the life. By reading this The Know-It-All: One Man's Humble Quest To Become The
Smartest Person In The World (Unabridged Edition) By A.J. Jacobs, you can more than exactly what you
receive from other book The Know-It-All: One Man's Humble Quest To Become The Smartest Person In
The World (Unabridged Edition) By A.J. Jacobs This is a popular book that is released from well-known
publisher. Seen type the writer, it can be relied on that this book The Know-It-All: One Man's Humble Quest
To Become The Smartest Person In The World (Unabridged Edition) By A.J. Jacobs will certainly provide
lots of motivations, about the life and encounter and also every little thing inside.
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Jacobs, you could find the soft file of this publication. This is the exact time for you to start reading. Even
this is not published publication The Know-It-All: One Man's Humble Quest To Become The Smartest
Person In The World (Unabridged Edition) By A.J. Jacobs; it will exactly provide more perks. Why? You
may not bring the printed book The Know-It-All: One Man's Humble Quest To Become The Smartest Person
In The World (Unabridged Edition) By A.J. Jacobs or only pile guide in your home or the office.
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A hilarious, intelligent-trivia-packed story from a man who read the entire ENCYLOPEDIA BRITANNICA.
Early in his career, A. J. Jacobs found himself putting his Ivy League education to work at
ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY. After five years he learned which stars have fake boobs, which stars have
toupees, which have both, and not much else. This unsettling realization led Jacobs on a life-changing quest:
to read the entire contents of the ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA, all 33,000 pages, all 44 million words.
Jacobs accumulates useful and less-so knowledge, and along the way finds a deep connection with his father
(who attempted the same feat when Jacob's was a child), examines the nature of knowledge vs. intelligence,
and learns how to be rather annoying at cocktail parties. Part memoir/part-education (or lack thereof), the
chapters are organized by the letters of the alphabet.
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From Publishers Weekly
Imagine, the original Berserkers were "savage Norse soldiers" of the Middle Ages who went into battle stark
naked! Or consider the Etruscan habit of writing in "boustrophedon style." Intrigued? Well, either hunker
down with your own Encyclopædia Britannica, or buy Esquire editor Jacobs's memoir of the year he spent
reading all 32 volumes of the 2002 edition—that's 33,000 pages with some 44 million words. Jacobs set out
on this delightfully eccentric endeavor attempting to become the "smartest person in the world," although he
agrees smart doesn't mean wise. Apart from the sheer pleasure of scaling a major intellectual mountain,
Jacobs figured reading the encyclopedia from beginning to end would fill some gaps in his formal education
and greatly increase his "quirkiness factor." Reading alphabetically through whole topics he never knew
existed meant he'd accumulate huge quantities of trivia to insert into conversations with unsuspecting
victims. As his wife shunned him and cocktail party guests edged away, Jacobs started testing his knowledge
in a hilarious series of humiliating adventures: hobnobbing at Mensa meetings, shuffling off to chess houses,
trying out for the American Crossword Puzzle Tournament, visiting his old prep school, even competing on
Who Wants to Be a Millionaire. Indeed, one of the book's strongest parts is its laugh-out-loud humor.
Jacobs's ability to juxtapose his quirky, sardonic wit with oddball trivia make this one of the season's most
unusual books.
Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

From School Library Journal



Adult/High School - When Jacobs, a pop-culture junkie and magazine editor, got a bee in his bonnet to read
the entire abridged set of the Encyclopedia Britannica to stave off the decline of his recalled knowledge, his
wife, family, and coworkers looked on with disbelief, amusement, and annoyance. They thought he'd give up
on his quest, but fortunately he did not, for his recap manages to impart the joys of learning, along with a lot
of laughs. The alphabetical arrangement of his book allows Jacobs to share highlights, many of which show
his fixation on the morbid, the insane, and the grotesque in history. Cortés had syphilis. Descartes had a
fetish for cross-eyed women. Throughout, the author digresses with anecdotes about such things as his trip to
a Mensa meeting, his visit with Alex Trebek, and (mainly) his wife's attempts to get pregnant. While the
pregnancy woes probably won't hold the same resonance with teens as with adults, they are all short, and
soon there is another funny or gross item. As Jacobs wraps up, he leaves readers with the sense of
satisfaction and wistfulness that often occurs when finishing a particularly satisfying book, only multiplied
by the magnitude of what he has accomplished. This is a love note to human knowledge and the joys of
obtaining it. - Jamie Watson, Harford County Public Library, MD
Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

From Bookmarks Magazine
We’re in looking glass territory here, as many reviewers spent as much time on New York Times Book
Review Queenan’s hack-job as they did on Esquire editor Jacobs’s book. Reviews of reviews are always
awkward, especially when they flock to the defense of a book as harmless as Jacobs’s. Maybe Know-It-All
isn’t an intellectual treatise; but, then again, it isn’t meant to be. Its pop culture-obsessed author clearly is out
for some fun, often at his own expense. The alphabetical structure and wisecracking prose only underscore
the playfulness of The Know-It-All, even if it gets certain factoids wrong. Which begs the question: what
side of the "A" volume did Queenan wake up on? One must assume the backside.

Copyright © 2004 Phillips & Nelson Media, Inc.

Most helpful customer reviews

1 of 1 people found the following review helpful.
A-Z of Humor and Knowledge KINDLE Edition
By Mars Velvet
What Kindle users want to knows:

Active Table of Contents for each letter chapter.
You can browse chapter to chapter with one click.
Formatting is nice and simple to read.
Index available but is neither clickable or page numbered which makes an index useless.

What readers want to know:

This is a narrative of one man's adventure in reading the Encyclopedia Britannica. For select entries, the
author expounds on the content and history and its application in his world (his wife, his job, etc.).

It is humorous, enlightening, and fun. If you are a trivia or reference book enthusiast than this is your
comfort reading! It has hilarity and heart. And even I, a reference book junkie learned a thing or too! The
narrative is pleasant and makes the effort more enjoyable than just reading about entries.

Jacobs has brought stunt authoring to the academics... or at least Jeopardy watchers! It makes you want to go
back when information searching began with sifting through pages of a heavy set of leather bound books.



2 of 2 people found the following review helpful.
Light and Surprisingly Engaging Read
By Liebo
Napoleon Bonaparte was an avid ice skater.

"Wicked Bibles" were published in Britain in 1631, which neglected to include the word "not" in Exodus
20:14, thus creating the commandment "Thou shalt commit adultery."

Ancient Egyptians used geese as guard animals.

Did those three factual tidbits entertain you? Does the prospect of reading 400 pages of similar fare
interspersed with some memoir-ish reflections and anecdotes appeal to you? If your answers are in the
affirmative then you will probably enjoy The Know-It-All by A.J. Jacobs. The book chronicles Jacobs'
attempt to read the complete Encyclopedia Britannica and his more-difficult task of keeping the reader
interested during the whole affair. Jacobs' largely succeeds with the latter, and The Know-It-All is a
worthwhile read to anyone looking for a light read instilled with plenty of trivia.

The idea was sparked out of Jacobs' wish to reengage with his intellectual side, which had been languishing a
bit due to his job as a magazine editor for the likes of Entertainment Weekly and Esquire. Jacobs has found
his niche in the "stunt journalism" genre, as his other books include Drop Dead Healthy (where he attempts
to become the healthiest human ever in a highly readable and engaging fashion) and The Year of Living
Biblically (where he attempts to become the most Biblical human ever I guess, I haven't read that one yet).
Reading the encyclopedia (when some skimming is inevitable) clearly is a bit pedestrian in comparison in
terms of total commitment and strenuousness. Realizing this, Jacobs doesn't really focus much on the
physical act of reading the volume, though he does mention several times that it is often incredibly boring
and repetitive. Instead, the book is largely a vehicle for Jacobs to riff on some fun facts he encounters, pursue
some semi-relevant intellectual activities like attending Mensa meetings and playing chess, and reflecting a
bit on the nature of intelligence and knowledge with some more personal passages.

The book is organized in a slightly unorthodox fashion. Every chapter covers a letter, and Jacobs recounts his
efforts from a-ak (a genre of Korean court music) to Zywiec (a small town of 32,000 in Poland). Each
chapter is further divided into individual entries, where Jacobs cultivates several usually fascinating factual
morsels, such as the three that kicked off this review. There is never any drama regarding whether he will
actually finish the book, which is appreciated given that he could really just have skimmed everything and
we would be none the wiser. It's not like we the collective reading public were going to quiz him at the end
or something. The format is mainly a success, as it still provides Jacobs with the freedom to tangentially
relate particular entries to stories from his past or some of his scholarly field trips undertaken during his
quest.

Tackling the Britannica, and describing how one goes about such an endeavor, is something that could easily
fail in the hands of the wrong writer. Thankfully, Jacobs does a pretty commendable job of maintaining
interest. Like Drop Dead Healthy, Jacobs and his immediate family and friends are featured prominently and
these segments that focus on the author's attempts to one-up his intellectual brother-in-law help keep the
book from becoming a mere list of random trivia. The Mensa meetings, school visits, and chess games also
break up the monotony, though some asides such as Jacobs' appearance on Who Wants to Be a Millionaire
(the book was published in 2004 when the show had already passed any shreds of cultural relevance or
importance) fell a bit flat. But overall Jacobs does an excellent job touring the reader through the highlights
of the Britannica and the prose is snappy, light, and self-effacing, something he has likely perfected through
a career in magazines. While the book is facetiously titled and Jacobs often makes light of his deteriorating



levels of "useful" knowledge, he does let his more highbrow and Ivy League education show during some
clever and legitimately funny sections. I felt that the book lost some steam near the end but that it was
ultimately an engaging mix of memoir and trivia, in a very similar vein to Drop Dead Healthy, which I also
recommend.

In Sum

If you are looking for some light reading and enjoy historical facts with some anecdotes and riffs on pop
culture thrown in for good measure then you can certainly do worse than A.J. Jacobs' amusing and even
sometimes witty The Know-It-All.

7/10

1 of 1 people found the following review helpful.
Really, he read the entire encyclopedia.
By Mark Pfennigstag
Very entertaining. A humorous account of a professional writer's pursuit of his goal of reading the entire
Encyclopedia Britannica, his wife's tolerance of his objective and progress, and of his family's, friend's and
co-workers endorsement and skepticism. Author offers both humorous and profound insights as he works
through 22 volumes, 33 thousand pages in his attempt to absorb the entire corpus of human knowledge
according to the Encyclopedia Britannica. Many laugh-out-loud moments in this book.

See all 377 customer reviews...
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You could carefully include the soft file The Know-It-All: One Man's Humble Quest To Become The
Smartest Person In The World (Unabridged Edition) By A.J. Jacobs to the device or every computer
unit in your office or house. It will certainly help you to consistently continue reading The Know-It-All: One
Man's Humble Quest To Become The Smartest Person In The World (Unabridged Edition) By A.J. Jacobs
each time you have leisure. This is why, reading this The Know-It-All: One Man's Humble Quest To
Become The Smartest Person In The World (Unabridged Edition) By A.J. Jacobs does not give you issues. It
will certainly give you essential sources for you that want to begin composing, blogging about the similar
book The Know-It-All: One Man's Humble Quest To Become The Smartest Person In The World
(Unabridged Edition) By A.J. Jacobs are various book area.

From Publishers Weekly
Imagine, the original Berserkers were "savage Norse soldiers" of the Middle Ages who went into battle stark
naked! Or consider the Etruscan habit of writing in "boustrophedon style." Intrigued? Well, either hunker
down with your own Encyclopædia Britannica, or buy Esquire editor Jacobs's memoir of the year he spent
reading all 32 volumes of the 2002 edition—that's 33,000 pages with some 44 million words. Jacobs set out
on this delightfully eccentric endeavor attempting to become the "smartest person in the world," although he
agrees smart doesn't mean wise. Apart from the sheer pleasure of scaling a major intellectual mountain,
Jacobs figured reading the encyclopedia from beginning to end would fill some gaps in his formal education
and greatly increase his "quirkiness factor." Reading alphabetically through whole topics he never knew
existed meant he'd accumulate huge quantities of trivia to insert into conversations with unsuspecting
victims. As his wife shunned him and cocktail party guests edged away, Jacobs started testing his knowledge
in a hilarious series of humiliating adventures: hobnobbing at Mensa meetings, shuffling off to chess houses,
trying out for the American Crossword Puzzle Tournament, visiting his old prep school, even competing on
Who Wants to Be a Millionaire. Indeed, one of the book's strongest parts is its laugh-out-loud humor.
Jacobs's ability to juxtapose his quirky, sardonic wit with oddball trivia make this one of the season's most
unusual books.
Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

From School Library Journal
Adult/High School - When Jacobs, a pop-culture junkie and magazine editor, got a bee in his bonnet to read
the entire abridged set of the Encyclopedia Britannica to stave off the decline of his recalled knowledge, his
wife, family, and coworkers looked on with disbelief, amusement, and annoyance. They thought he'd give up
on his quest, but fortunately he did not, for his recap manages to impart the joys of learning, along with a lot
of laughs. The alphabetical arrangement of his book allows Jacobs to share highlights, many of which show
his fixation on the morbid, the insane, and the grotesque in history. Cortés had syphilis. Descartes had a
fetish for cross-eyed women. Throughout, the author digresses with anecdotes about such things as his trip to
a Mensa meeting, his visit with Alex Trebek, and (mainly) his wife's attempts to get pregnant. While the
pregnancy woes probably won't hold the same resonance with teens as with adults, they are all short, and
soon there is another funny or gross item. As Jacobs wraps up, he leaves readers with the sense of
satisfaction and wistfulness that often occurs when finishing a particularly satisfying book, only multiplied
by the magnitude of what he has accomplished. This is a love note to human knowledge and the joys of



obtaining it. - Jamie Watson, Harford County Public Library, MD
Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

From Bookmarks Magazine
We’re in looking glass territory here, as many reviewers spent as much time on New York Times Book
Review Queenan’s hack-job as they did on Esquire editor Jacobs’s book. Reviews of reviews are always
awkward, especially when they flock to the defense of a book as harmless as Jacobs’s. Maybe Know-It-All
isn’t an intellectual treatise; but, then again, it isn’t meant to be. Its pop culture-obsessed author clearly is out
for some fun, often at his own expense. The alphabetical structure and wisecracking prose only underscore
the playfulness of The Know-It-All, even if it gets certain factoids wrong. Which begs the question: what
side of the "A" volume did Queenan wake up on? One must assume the backside.

Copyright © 2004 Phillips & Nelson Media, Inc.
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